
For many charter school operators, a bond closing represents 
a huge milestone and is a celebration after the intensity and 
commitment required by the issuance process. Although leaders 
would like nothing more than to get back to ‘business as usual’, the 
responsibilities after bond issuance require investments in time and 
a level of diligence that surprises many leaders. Not understanding 
what is expected can result in poor investor relationships, technical 
defaults and financial problems all of which have an impact on an 
operator’s future ability to access the market. More importantly, 
issuers of municipal bonds are required to comply with continuing 
disclosure provisions under the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) Rule 15c2-12 and applicable federal tax 
requirements. Schools that are successful in the endeavors often 
have bankers, such as the charter school bankers at BB&T Capital 
Markets, that help outline requirements, answer questions and 
guide schools through life after the bonds have been issued. 

Although charter schools do have partners to provide advice, the 
following is a list of the top five actions to be taken by charter 
school leaders to help ensure post-issuance success:

1. Post-required disclosures to EMMA

Issuing charter schools generally have an obligation to meet 
specific continuing disclosure requirements. These obligations are 
most often outlined in the continuing disclosure agreement (CDA) 
finalized at the time of issuance pursuant to SEC Rule 15c2-12. 
In the CDA, the charter school covenants to post certain financial 
and enrollment information as well as provide notification of any 
material event. Understanding these requirements is essential for 
every charter school borrower. Posting financial information and 
other updates electronically to the Municipal Securities Rulemaking 
Board’s (MSRB) Electronic Municipal Market Access (EMMA) portal 
helps satisfy these requirements. It’s important to post required 

information in the timeframe specified to avoid what is known as a 
Failure to File posting, especially if the bonds have an active trustee, 
who will post that failure notice the day after a posting is due. In 
addition, failure to post or posting late can erode the relationship 
a charter school has with its institutional investors. Conversely, 
timely and accurate postings will demonstrate to investors and 
other stakeholders the school has sufficient expertise to manage its 
bonded debt.

To note, one area of disclosure that has recently received increased 
scrutiny is the timely posting of material events. Material events 
can span from the obvious updates, like key leadership changes or 
significant changes in charter authorization, to less obvious items 
such as when a school enters into a material financial obligation 
like a bank loan or when a lawsuit is filed against the school. It 
is always recommended to seek counsel advice when making a 
determination whether an event is considered material.
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2. Hold annual investor calls

Charter school leaders are often surprised post-issuance that 
their investors have become a new and active set of constituents. 
Since investor calls are an essential part of the transaction, charter 
schools become beholden to investors in a very similar way that 
they are with their board of directors. Because of the industry risk 
inherent in charter school bond issues, charter school investors 
tend to be more involved in quarterly surveillance and tracking than 
many other municipal sectors. For this reason, charter schools 
that view their investors as partners and keep them up to date on 
operations, tend to have smoother interactions with their investors 
post-issuance.  At a minimum, an annual investor call is the primary 
way a school can interact with investors. These calls provide charter 
school leaders with the opportunity to provide explanations around 
changes in performance and updates on plans that the school may 
have, while also providing  a platform to showcase the school’s 
leadership capabilities. Moreover, investors  have the opportunity 
to ask questions, which has the added benefit of allowing school 
leadership to provide an objective view of their school and while 
also highlighting areas that need attention. In the event the school 
is experiencing financial difficulties that may lead to future financial 
covenant breaches, the institutional investors may request that the 
annual calls be moved to semi-annual or quarterly calls. Charter 
school operators shouldn’t view these requests as an added burden, 
but rather as a chance to continue building their relationships with 
investors.

3. Fund repair and replacement accounts

Funding a repair and replacement fund is often an overlooked 
covenant but is nonetheless necessary to stay in compliance 
with covenants. Often, bond documents require an independent 
consultant to complete a capital needs assessment of the charter 
school’s facilities. This assessment is meant to project the capital 
needs and total cost to be funded over a five-year period into 
the replacement and reserve fund. This requirement can create 
challenges for many operators not only because the assessment 
requires a greater level of effort to complete but also because the 
assessment requires additional cash to be set aside. The challenge 
is that it is often held by a trustee, which limits the cash availability 
for day-to-day operations. The covenant can be easily missed and, 
when adhered to, may lead to unanticipated budget requirements 
to fund. However, successfully funding the repair and replacement 
fund ensures the financed project can be maintained over its useful 
life and the life of the bonds.

4. Know and adhere to covenants

Knowing the continuing disclosure requirements is a solid first step 
in successful post issuance operations, but there are additional 
covenants outlined in the bond documents that are equally 
important. Some of the more mundane covenants include the 
maintenance of insurance, enrolling a minimum number of students 
and the timely filing of audits. Other covenants can be specific to 
the school’s circumstance and can be overlooked. For example, 
in some charter school bond structures, where the borrower is a 
special purpose entity (SPE), it will have its own set of covenants, 
including the timely creation and posting of audits of the SPE, as 
opposed to just the audit for the charter school.  

Financial covenants provide a snapshot into the organization’s 
health and are arguably the most important indictator to the 
stakeholders of charter school debt. Failure to meet financial 
covenants can result in technical default, which may lead to 
consequences that can be severe if not cured. It’s important the 
charter school financial team knows how to calculate its financial 
covenants, especially those related to debt service coverage 
requirements, liquidity covenants and additional bonds tests. This 
can be a somewhat tedious process as it often requires cross-
referencing definitions within the legal documents. Audit firms are 

At a minimum, an annual investor call is the primary way a school 
can interact with investors. These calls provide charter school 
leaders with the opportunity to provide explanations around 
changes in performance and updates on plans that the school 
may have, while also providing a platform to showcase the 
school’s leadership capabilities.

Financial covenants provide a snapshot into the organization’s 
health and are arguably the most important indicator to 
stakeholders of charter school debt. 
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often more than happy to help with these calculations. In addition, 
when the charter school financial team prepares and posts its 
budget, they should make sure they’re budgeting to meet these 
financial covenants for the upcoming year. 

5. Understand the consequences of additional debt

Charter schools often contemplate adding additional debt to their 
existing tax-exempt bond debt to enable growth, finance projects 
or to provide working capital. Having an understanding of the 
consequences of adding additional debt is critical to long-term 
success. The financial impact of increased leverage or funding 
of growth must be analyzed to assess to its impact on future 
operations. Additionally, new debt may initially stress the financial 
covenants as defined in the existing documents and could lead 
to a missed covenant and even a default event. Direct bank debt 
documents can also have legal provisions that may be harmful to 
existing holders of public bond debt. These documents can include 

requirements to approve additional debt or the existing documents 
might have cross-default provisions between public and bank-held 
debt. Being thoughtful and thorough is key to managing additional debt.

Conclusion

Life after bonds can be an adjustment for any school new to bond 
financing. The requirements listed in the bond documents provide a 
roadmap of what is expected; however, it’s understandable if charter 
school operators feel overwhelmed and possibly very confused. 
The banking team is an excellent resource. Additionally, another 
option is to contract with a disclosure service such as Digital 
Assurance Certification (DAC). This firm is a spin-off from Ernst 
& Young and provides disclosure services for all municipal bond 
issuers, including charter school operators, to help them comply 
with the disclosure requirements. With active management of the 
disclosure process, including those listed above, many schools find 
themselves with better systems and improved options, resulting in 
success post-issuance of the bonds.

Top Five Actions to Take After Bonds are Issued

Action #1 Post required disclosures to Emma

Action #2 Hold annual investor calls

Action #3 Fund repair and replacement accounts

Action #4 Know and adhere to covenants

Action #5 Understand the consequences of additional debt
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